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Abstract: Algorithms are presented for estimation
of deterministic model error in the assumed
models of nonlinear discrete and continuous time
system's. The explicit model error time histories
are parameterised using least squares method. The
parameterised models relative to the true model
explain the deterministic deficiency in the chosen
models, in the sense of minimum model error. The
algorithms have appealing fcatures of extended
Kalman filter. The numerical simulation results
are obtained by implementing the algorithms in
PC MATLAB.

2.7 Discrete-time algorithm
Let the true nonlinear system be described as

X j + 1) = g ( X ( i ) ,i)

W )= hiX(h), j )
(2)
Here g is the true representation of the dynamic system
with its states as X . Y is the vector of observables
obtained at discrete time intervals of f o < r j < t N . The
state and measurement vectors have appropriate dimensions. Eqns. 1 and 2 are recast to explicitly express the
deterministic model error as follows [ 5 ] :
x ( j + 1) =.fW),
i )+ d(i)
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Introduction

System identification and parameter estimation technology have reached a certain level of maturity, and there
are many proven tools which can be routinely applied to
model dynamic systems [ I , 21. The problem of determination of suitable structure and order of a system from
its input/output data has several workable solutions,
especially for linear systems [31. Structure determination
for nonlinear systems is relatively more complex. There
are many real life situations for which accurate identification of nonlinear terms in the model of a dynamic system
is required. O n e such example is related to the identification of aerodynamic model, based on flight data from
high angle of attack (HAOA) manoeuvres 141.
In the present work, an approach to dctcrrnine the discrepancy in the postulated model, by the so-called
minimum model error philosophy is used [5]. The
method of invariant embedding is used to solve the
resultant two-point boundary value (TPBV) problem,
and to obtain very eficient and recursive algorithms to
estimate the model error. The method of invariant
embedding [ l , 61 provides sequential estimates of the
states of the nonlinear system. The estimates ofdeterministic model error, based on the measured data, are also
obtained recursively in the present formulation. The time
histories of these model discrepancy are then fitted using
the least squares method to determine the coeflicients of
the model error description. Similarity and contradistinction of the estimators obtained by the present approach
with that of extended Kalman filter are highlighted.
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(1)

Y(j)= h(x(;), j )

+ u(j)

(3)
(4)

Heref denotes the nominal model, the vector "(.I) denotes
the random noise sequence with zero mean and covariance matrix Q;', and vector d is the model error which is
to be estimated in the sense of minimum model error criterion:

zif?.(;)
N

J =

- h(xl;)Jl'QIC?.(;)- h(x(i),;)l

j=o

+ d'(;)Q2 d ( j ) l

(5)

Minimisation of J obtains the condition of x (the state of
the model chosen to fit the data) tending very close to X
(the state of the true model or system). Thus the model
discrepancy can be taken as the estimation of model
crror, the time histories of which can then be appropriately fitted in the sense of least squares to parameterise
the model discrepancy. The minimisation of J , by applying the Euler-Langrange conditions [ I , 61 leads to the
following TPBV (Appendix 6) problem:
x(j

+ I ) = f i x ( j ) , j ) + l/ZQ;'Y;)

(6)

i.(j - I ) = (?j(x(j),;)/ax)'i.(;)

+ z(ah(xij).j)/)jax~Q,Cy(j)
- M j ) . dl

(7)

From eqns. 3 and 6 we gct the expression for model discrepancy
d l j ) = 1/2Q,

I).(;)

(8)
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The costate eqn. 7 is required to he solved to get the
model correction terms 'd'. The technique of invariant
embedding is applied to solve the above TPBV problem
[ 6 ] . l h e resultant set of estimator equations is given as:

x @,LJli

S(;

+ I)

~

hl3;

+

I),;+

!)I

3 1 ) =f(*'(t), 1 ) + 2 W W ' Q l l f ) [ A t ) - H I O W 1
S ( i ) = S(i)/*(?(t), r)' +f*(i(t), t ) s ( t )

19)

- 2S(f)Hlt)'Q,(l)Hi1)S(f)+

+ 1) = [ I + 2Plj + 1)HI; + I)'QIH(; + I)]

fYi +
with H(;)

1)

= ~ ~ l ~ ( ; ) ~ j ) s i ; ) ~ ~+i ~1P.Q;'
(j)~j)'

= 3hlxl;),j)/c?xlj)

(11)

at x(j) = i(;)

= ~WHWQ,[YIA
- h(%j),j)I
(12)
Eqns. 9-12 describe the invariant embedding based
model error estimation (IEBMEE) algorithm in discrete
time domain. Tuning of the IEBMEE algorithm is done
by using appropriate values of matrices Q, and Q2 [5, 61.
The algorithm presented above has structure similar to
extended Kalman liltering algorithm. Since the system is
deterministic. we interpret the inverse of matrix S (and P )
as 'information providing matrix (IPM)'.
Thus
( P ( j + I ) } . ' is (1 priori I P M and {Sij + I)}-' is the a
posteriori IPM, the latter taking into account the effect of
measurements in improving the estimates. The weighting
matrix Q, affects the propagation of S which, in turn,
affects the estimator gain matrix 2SH'Q,. Thus both of
the weighting matrices have significant roles lo play in
the convergence of the estimates to the true states. The
matrix Q , governs the propagation of effect of errors in
prediction of measurements, and matrix Q2 governs the
propagation of effect of errors in deterministic part of the
model. This aspect has similarity with Kalman filtering
algorithm: @';
plays the role of covariance matrix of
stochastic process noise. Thus the present algorithm
based on the method of invariant embedding has some
intuitively appealing features of extended Kalman filter
and in contradistinction to it, obtains the estimation of
deterministic model error in a sequential manner.

2.2 Continuous-rime algorithm
The true nonlinear system is described its follows:

Here g is the true representation of the dynamic system.
'The observables Y are obtained for interval t o < I < 7.
Following the devclopmcnt of the discrete-time case we
gst :
k(i) = f ( x ( t j , 1)

+ dll)

(15)

H(iJx(i)

+ t,(i)

116)

p(i) =

Heref denotes the nominal model, 11 is additive measurement noise and the vector 'd' is the model discrepancy.
The cost function is

h
l

J =

~

f ~ l ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ) l ' @I l,( tl) ~X ()l )[I ~ ( ~ )
~

+ &(I)Qz 4iJ) d l

117)

Minimisation o f J [6] results in the TPBV problem:
i ( i l =f(x(f), i ) t

i(i) =1
~

~

1/2Q, ' ( t ) i ( r )

118)

? f ( ~ d i )i)/?x)'i(t)
,

~ W ' Q , ( O C J O )HIO*li)l
~

(19)

WQ; 'If)

(21)
122)
(23)

dit) = 2S(t)H(t)'Q,it)[J@) - H(t)i(t)l

(10)

x P ( j + 1)

120)

Application of invariant embedding to the TPBV
problem results in

+ 1) =fl.?l~),~)
+ 2S(J + 1)HIj + 1)'

CI;
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d(r) = l/2Q; '(r)i.(r)

Eqns. 21-23 describe the IEBMEE algorithm in continuous time. The inverse of matrix S(t) can be interpreted
as 'information providing matrix (IPM)'. Similar observations as made for discrete time case also apply here with
appropriate interpretations. To solve the nonlinear
matrix differential equation for S, the transformation
u = Sr, in eqn. 22 is used to obtain a set of linear differential equations [7]:
Sz = S F z

+ FSz - 2SHQ,HSr + I/2Q;'z

or

Sr

+ 2SHQ,HSz

- S F z = Fu

+ l/2Q;

'2

124)

Here, F = ?flax; and since u = Sz, we get u = Sr + Si
and Sz = li - Si. Using S: in eqn. 24 and defining i as in
eqn. 25 we get:

i = -Fr

+ 2H'Q,Hu

125)

+ Fu

(261

u = I/2Q;'z

Eqns. 25 and 26 are solved by using transition matrix
method.
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Numerical Simulation results

The simulation and estimation algorithms have been
implemented using available and newly formulated (.m)
functions in PC MATLAB. In the MATLAB implementation of the above equations the corresponding partial
differentiation of the functions f and h is carried out by
using finite difference method. This approach renders the
computation of various quantities very straightforward
for the above sequential equations. Thus any change of
nonlinear model can he easily incorporated while iteratively scanning various nonlinear functions. The latter
aspect offers great deal of flexibility in trying out various
nonlinear functions,hodels for real data analysis.

3.7 Discrete-time nonlinear system
The true nonlinear model used has the following form:
X,(j + I )

= O.SX,(;)

+ 0.623X2(j)
+ 2.5 cos (0.3j)

- O.OSX?(j)

X,(j

+ I ) = 0.1X2i;) + 0.1 cos (0.3;)

(27)
(28)

The model discrepancy is atfected by eliminating one or
more terms from eqn. 27. The deficient model is then
used in the IEBMEE algorithm as y'. In the first exercise
of estimating the model error by the new algorithm, the
cubic nonlinear term is ignored from the true model. The
time history match of the true and estimated states
(xI, x2) is shown in Fig. 1. The comparison of the true
and estimated model error time histories display excellent
match. The corresponding model error time history is
fitted with a general model of the form:

4;)= a,X,i;) + ap X J i ) + 0, X X )+ oq X ? l j )

(29)
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It must be noted that square term is not present in the
true model but it is intended f a be estimated to see the
performance of the algorithm. The estimates of the coefi-
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conditions are far away from the true (unknown) conditions, more initial data points would be required to be
eliminated from the least squares process. This is not a
limitation of the method.
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cients of eqn. 29 are obtained by least squares method
and a r e shown in Table 1 . The number of data points
used for state and parameter estimation a r e about 100 for

3.2 Continuous-time nonlinear system
The true nonlinear model used has the following form

c51:
X , ( I ) = (2.5 cos(I) - 0.32X , ( I ) - X,(f) - 0.05X:(1))/2.56

Table 1 : Nonlinear identification results: discrete-fime
Paramere'

a,
(X,)

TV

(0.5)

(30)

a,
(X:)

a2
(X,)

=

I

I1
111
IV*

N o w ( . ),

N

= true values.

*
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(31)

4(fj)
= a,.%',@,) + G2Xl(fj) + a3xXtj)+ ~ 4 x % t J )

Number of data Points used = 6

cases 1-111. The table also gives complete results of the
system identification using the IERMEE-LS algorithm
uhen additional terms are deleted from the true model.
Even when only six data points are used for estimation of
model error and least squares fit, case IV, the results are
quite accurate (Table 1 , Fig. 2). The effect of initial conditions of the states on the estimation accuracy was also
studied. Even if a few initial data points of (estimated)
states and the estimated model error are not used in the
least squares parameter estimation process (when the
initial guesses of the states are quite inaccurate), the coefficients are estimated with good accuracy. If the initial
I.%

x,(r)

Fig. 3 shows the results of estimation when two terms (x2
and x i ) are removed from the true model. The corresponding model error time history is fitted with a general
model of the form:

(0623) 1-005)
(0~5)
(0.623) -0 0499
0.4996 (0.623) - 0 05
0.4998 0.6161
-0 05
0.5000 0.6118 -0 05

j = l, . . . , N

(32)

The parameter estimation results are given in Table 2.
The number of data points used for estimation are about
300 for CdSCS 1-111. The results of estimation using the
IEBMEE-LS algorithm when other terms are deleted
from the true model are given in Table 2. From the above
two exercises it is clear that the IEB-MEE-LS algorithms
correctly estimate the model error even for the c ses
where the models are made deficient by removing sev r a l
terms and a few data points are used. The indicatio of
the term which is not present is also very good the estimate ofu, being ofthe order of
If the initial values of
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4 = fCmg+ CmSI + Cme2m2

the statcs are not very accurately known, one can iteratc
over the same equations, first solving them in forward
direction and then, with the improved final states, in the

qs?!I,
u = fCxo+ C,*n

+ Cmeq?/Ui, + cm6*
Se)
(34)

x

+ C,, u Z ) @ / m

~

qw - g sin

e

(35)

o=q
(36)
Here w is the vertical velocity, q is the pitch rate, u is the
forward component of aircraft velocity vector and 0 is the
pitch angle of the aircraft. T h e Cs represent various aerodynamic derivatives which a r e to be estimated. The true
model contains nonlinear terms in q and u equations. The
deficient model is formulated by deleting the two nonlinl
ear terms from the state eqns. 34 and 35. T h e simulated
data were generated by using a doublet input, 6e, as the
elevator control surface deflection. The sampling time
was 30 ms. Fig. 4 shows the time histories of the true and
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Table 2: Nonlinear identification results: Continuous-time
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backward direction. This aspect retains the flexibility of
sequential soiution (estimates are updated a t each sampling step) within an iterative process for further refincment of the estimates. However, for the case studies
presented, such forward-backward iterations were not
required.
3.3 Aerodynamic parameter estimation

It is important to identify and estimate the contribution
of nonlinear effects in a n aerodynamic model of an aircraft from flight data obtained during H A O A dynamic
rnanocuvre. Light transport aircraft data were simulated
for further validation of the algorithm presented in
Section 2.2 using the true model:
i
qu
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deficient states. Using the continuous-time IEBMEE
algorithm, the states are estimated recursively. Fig. 5
shows the true and estimated states. To determine the
functional dependence of the model error o n the system
states, d(t) must be converted into explicit function ofx(tj,
given by K ( x ( t ) , t). Once K is found, it is added to the
deficient model 'f' to produce the true model of the
system (g =f + Kj. To determine the correct form of K ,
for each element of d, the time history of a candidate
function K is formed using the estimated states and is
correlated with the model error estimates. The linear
correlation coeNicient p for the pair (d,(t), k.(t)) is then
puted [XI. When I p(d, k ) I = 1, d(t) is linearly related
to the candidate form. This form k i is parameterised to
yi Id the final form K . The correlation results of the deficient model are given in Table 3 and the results of

cr
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33.

parameter estimation in Table 4. A suitable digital filter
was used within the recursive structure of the IEBMEE
algorithm to filter out excessive noise before the states.

model errors in nonline:ir systems. These algorithms have
features similar to the extended Kalman filter. When
interpreted in terms of 'information providing matrix'
and in contradistinction to it, they also provide accurate
estimates of the model discrepancy in the form of time
histories. These time histories, when parameterised in the
least squares sense, yield the coefficients of the models by
which the true models were deficient. The usefulness and
very high accuracy provided by these novel schemes are
established by the results presented.
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Appendix

6.1 TPBV problem and method of invariant

300

embedding
The minimisation of ' J ' using the Euler-Langrange conditions results in a nonlinear TPBV problem. The boundary conditions are split [I, 61. For state variable x, it is
specified at the beginning {r(O)= x,,
Po l(0)) and for
the costate variable 2, it is specified at the end of the
same interval (&r) = 0). Eqns. 18 and 19 are written in
the compact form as:

sompllng ,"5tCl"t5

'lime hirloriez qftrue and vsrimarcd smtes

~

(C.=>; Cm.2terms deklrd-rimraft examplr)
~

+

WUC

est.

Table 3: Correlation results: aircraft case studv

(1 ) For parameter Cm.> p

(2) For parameter C,,

?(I) = @(x(i), j.(t), t)

p

~

c,,,
c,.>

09995
09854
09599
0 9982 (C,~>+ C,.J
0 9988 (C+' + C.,J
0 9800 (C,.* + C.,J
0 9970 (C,.> + C,, + C.,J

C.2

Cm.2

136091
(3609)

no noise

'3
3605
605
3649
3562

(1-1
- 1 715)
~- 11 656'
656
- 1 625
- 1 633

SNR 2 0
SNRlO

j.(T) = c

;I(T

+ AT) = c + Ac

+s(T

(39)

+ AT)

+ Ax

x(T

(40)

+ AT) = r(c + Ac, T + A T )

(41)
Subsequently, using eqns. 18, 19 and the above relations,
the so-called invariant embedding equation is obtained
as:

W r , c, T ) = (?r(c, T)/&)Y'(r, c, 7 )+ dr(c, T)/?T

Co clusions

Recursiv algorithms based on the technique of invariant
embedding are presented for estimation of deterministic
I E E Proc.-Coniml Thiwrj Appl., Vol. 141, No. 6, Noumber 19Y4

x ( T ) = r(c, T )

or

and the model error time histories were used in the recursive least squares parameter estimation. The entire
process o f estimation of states and model error by
IEBMEE algorithm, filtering of the noise, and parameter
estimation by least squares is performed recursively.

I

-

= r(c, T )

SNR =signal to noise ratio.
ratio

4

= ul(x(1). i ( f )t ,)

(38)
The method of invariant embedding can be used to solve
the above TPBV prcblem to obtain the recursive estimators for state as well as the model error. The specific
problem as above is embedded into the more general
case: i ( T )= c. The quantities c and T are now assumed
to be variable: a change in c and T will influence the
terminal value of i . The following relations are established:
;.(I)

0 9995
0 9853
0 9596
0 9982
0 9987
0 9798
0 9969

Table 4 : Results for aircraft case stud"

TV

(37)

(42)

An approximate solution in the neighbourhood of c = 0
is chosen: r(c, T) = .C(T) P(T)c. The further develop~

ment leads to the estimation algorithm for state and
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model error (with T considered as a running variable) as
given in the text with
x(0) = xo - P, i ( 0 ) and

:(O)

= x0 ;

P(0) = P,

Thus, since the terminal conditions are held invariant, the
solution of the special case, the TPBV problem under
question, is obtained from the solution of the mure
general problem.

